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BALLET iN THREE PARTS BY GEORGE BALANCHiNE
Directed by Pierre Cavassilas
Produced by Telmondis
Running Time: 84’ - HD
EMERALDS

Music by Gabriel Fauré
Excerpts from suites Pelléas et Mélisande – 1898
Shylock – 1889
32’

RUBiES

Music by Igor Stravinsky
Capriccio pour piano et orchestra – 1929
20’

DiAMONDS

Music by Piotr Ilyitch Tchaikovsky
Symphony n°3 in re majeur, op.29 – 1875
(the four last movements)
32’
George Balanchine’s classic masterpiece ﬁrst
performed by the NYCB in 1967 will ﬁnally be seen
on television and launched on DVD. Many attempts
to record this famous neoclassic three-parter
failed. Only recently did the Balanchine foundation
approve the staging at the Paris opera where the

stars will be out in force to dance in Emeralds,
Rubies and Diamonds. The costumes which play an
important part in this abstract ballet as well as the
sets have been created by world famous fashion
designer Christian Lacroix. Balanchine himself
described his choreography as follows:
“The idea of a new ballet using costumes
decorated with precious gems goes back a few
years, to when my friend, the violinist Nathan
Milstein, introduced me to the jeweller Claude
Arpels. I had already seen the magniﬁcent stones
in his collection in New York. And of course, I’ve
always loved jewels: after all I’m from the East, from
Georgia in the Caucasus. I love gems, I love the
colour of precious stones, I love their beauty.
I constructed it in three parts. The ﬁrst part,
Emeralds, performed to music by Fauré, using
excerpts from Pelléas et Mélisande and Shylock,
is perhaps an evocation to France, the France of
elegance, of fashion, of perfumes. Some people
seem to have seen, in the second part Rubies, a
representation of America. I did not especially have
that in mind, though. I simply followed Stravinsky’s
music. Diamonds, the last part of the ballet, is danced
to Tchaikovsky’s Third Symphony, which is made up
of ﬁve movements. I decided not to use the ﬁrst
movement which is not really danceable, and I just
concentrated on the remaining four movements.”
There will also be an introductory documentary
with contributions from dancers, associates of
Balanchine and Christian Lacroix including rare
footage of Balanchine. This documentary will be
made by Reiner Moritz with a running time of
approximately 50 minutes.

Choreographer
Set and Costume design
Lighting
Dancers

George Balanchine (1967)
Christian Lacroix
Jennifer Tipton
Les Etoiles,
Les Premiers Danseurs &
Le Corps de Ballets de
l’Opera National de Paris

Cast EMERALDS
Ist Pas de deux Laëtitia Pujol
Jean-Guillaume Bart
2nd Pas de deux Clairemarie Osta
Kader Belarbi
Pas de trois Nolwell Daniel
Mélanie Hurel
Emmanuel Thibault
Cast RUBIES
Soloists Aurélie Dupont
Benjamin Pech
Stéphanie Romberg
Cast DIAMONDS
Soloists Agnès Letestu
José Martinez

Total Running time: 84’
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bettyfreeman3
‘I really do like
contemporary
music and I don’t
understand why
everybody doesn’t’.
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Betty Freeman

top: Brendel, above: Cage, both photographed by Betty Freeman

Betty Freeman by David Hockney

BETTY FREEMAN - A LiFE FOR THE UNKNOWN
Directed by Paul Fenkart
16:9 Digi Beta
Running Time: 60’
A Bernhard Fleischer Moving Images
production for WDR
Betty Freeman has a talent of putting
together the right people. After having collected
contemporary art she by chance became involved
in contemporary music when friends asked her
to contribute a hundred dollars to the defence of
La Monte Young found in possession of cannabis
in 1961. Ever since Betty Freeman has helped
composers such as Harry Parch, John Cage, Steve
Reich, Harrison Birtwistle, Pierre Boulez, Esa-Pekka
Salonen and lately Helmut Lachenmann to name but
a few.

Help for her did not only mean ﬁnancial
contributions but also encouragement and what
is most important for composers a chance to get
their works performed.
For many years she ran, what her husband
Franco called, a Saletto Musicale at her LA house
where new pieces of today’s music were ﬁrst
heard as Peter Sellars and Ernst Fleischman fondly
recall. Gerard Mortier pays tribute to Betty who
was instrumental in bringing about the Next
Generation Series at Salzburg and Robert Wilson

says of her: “she is a great photographer”. This is
born out by the many portraits she took of great
musicians of our time. Betty Freeman says herself:
“I really do like contemporary music and I don’t
understand why everybody doesn’t”. To prove her
point Paul Fenkart’s documentary is rounded of by
performances of music such as John Cage’s, expertly
played by Markus Hinterhäuser, Steve Reich’s
Different Trains played by members of the Austrian
Ensemble for Contemporary Music, rehearsals with
Boulez and Lachenmann and many others.

“Steve Reich was so amazed
at the video performance of
his “Different Trains” that
he is going to use the same
group (Stadler Quartet)
for his upcoming 70th year
celebration tour.” Betty Freeman in
a letter to commissioning editor L. Mattner, WDR
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AURELE STROE
iN SEARCH OF THE
“GESAMTKUNSTWERK”
Directed by Bernard Cavanna
& Laurence Pietrzak
Running Time: 54’
Produced by Les Films d’ici
Born in 1932 in Bucharest composer Aurèle
Stroë was early on fascinated by the world of
sound. He surprised his piano teacher by telling him
he preferred to play his own music. His father then
found a teacher from whom the boy could learn
everything about counterpoint.
Stroë studied at the Bucharest Conservatory
from 1951-1956 and received some instruction
from Kagel, Ligeti and Stockhausen at Darmstadt
summer courses between 1966-1969. Soon he
was at loggerheads with the ofﬁcial aesthetics and
decried as formalist, decadent and cosmopolitan.
Bernard Cavanna reveals the life story of this most
interesting composer through conversations with
the artist and visits to native Bucharest, the summer
place in Busteni and a wealth of music. We hear
extracts from early piano pieces, two piano sonatas,
the concerto for violin, various orchestra pieces and
one of his operas entitled Les Choéphores. Archive
footage from Ceausescu’s Romania and interviews
with former students and his present companion,
the music historian Angelika Kohli round of this
engaging proﬁle of a little known contemporary
composer who has a lot to say.

LES PALADiNS or
BAROQUE THAT ROCKS
Les Paladins continues to be a world wide
success on television as well as on stage. After the
highly acclaimed guest appearance at London’s
Barbican and a run at Shanghai’s Grand Theatre
William Christie is touring Europe this Winter
with a concert version before the stage production
returns to the Châtelet in October 2006 and the
Bunkamura in Tokyo in November 2006. Music
lovers in Athens have a chance to see it at the
Megaron in July 2006. The multi-layered production
of José Montalvo, integrating projections, Hip Hop,
street dancing and acrobats into this anarchic
work of Rameau is also faring well on television.
After a successful broadcast together with our
documentary The Real Rameau in Finland it will
be seen in the same combination in Sweden and
Norway. Further broadcasts are agreed in Canada,
the German speaking area and Australia while
negotiations are on for a Tokyo broadcast after the
stage show has been seen there. And this is what
the press has to say:

“I doubt anything
more witty, more
spectacular, more
ravishingly sexy
will be seen on
the opera stage
this year.”

One critic saw the performance and reacted
with “Baroque that Rocks”. This is also the title of
an introductory documentary into the world of
Rameau and his comédie-ballet Les Paladins, a ﬂop
at his world premiere in 1760 and now one of the
great successes of the Châtelet’s 2003/2004 season.
One short guest appearance at London’s Barbican
was enough to earn it a nomination for the Olivier
Awards.
William Christie and Sylvie Bouissou examine why
the piece initially ﬂopped and the cast talk about
their roles. Sylvie Bouissou also lets us into the
secret of Rameau’s working method by presenting
and commenting the autograph of the score, one of
only seven known Rameau manuscripts, kept at the
Bibliothèque Nationale de France. José Montalvo,
stage director, video artist and together with
Dominique Hervieu choreographer of Les Paladins
explains their approach to this neglected master
piece and focuses on the importance of dance in
this comédie-ballet where it is fully integrated into
the action with dancers doubling the singers as alter
egos.

Directed by Reiner E. Moritz
Running time: 58’ - 16:9 Digi Beta
Produced by RM Creative
for the Châtelet and Opus Arte

Barry Millington, Evening Standard

“This is as intense and
physical a realisation of
the moral value of pure
delight as you will ever
see or hear.”
Robert Thicknesse,The Times
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The Barber of Seville

We have been encouraged by DVD reviewers
and broadcasters alike to make more
introductory documentaries to go with major
performances distributed by PHI.

the Empress to make the remark “una porcheria
tedesca”, which has hung over the piece ever
since. This documentary shows that La Clemenza is
neither a true opera seria nor a collage of mediocre
music hastily put together. It will hopefully do away
with all this prejudice and make viewers truly enjoy
Mozart’s last masterpiece.

THE BARBER OF SEViLLE or
THE USELESS PRECAUTiON

Juan Diego Florez (Almaviva) Maria Bayo
(Rosina), Pietro Spagnoli (Figaro), Ruggero
Raimondi (Don Basilio) and Bruno Praticò (Don
Bartolo) take the viewers through their arias;
discuss technical difﬁculties and the art of writing
one’s own ornamentations. Conductor Gian Luigi
Gelmetti talks about the Rossini reception in our
time and puts a few facts about the composer right
while stage director Emilio Sagi comments on the
Spanishness of his very successful stage production
at the Teatro Real in Madrid. Clips from the opera
recording round of this entertaining documentary.

photo © C. M. Magliocca

Directed by Reiner E. Moritz.
Running time: 59’ - HD
Produced by RM Creative
for Decca and Opus Arte

Clemenza di Tito

LA CLEMENZA Di TiTO or
A MASTERPiECE REViSiTED
Directed by Reiner E. Moritz
Running time 59’ - HD
Produced by RM Creative
for LGM and Opus Arte

photo © C. M. Magliocca

La Clemenza di Tito is Mozart’s last opera but
gets only now the recognition it deserves. This
documentary assembles Gerard Mortier, Sylvain
Cambreling and the Herrmanns to demonstrate
why this is ﬁrst class Mozart. The singers, in
particular Susan Graham as Sesto and Gerard
Prégardien as Tito take us through the plot and the
evolution of their characters. It becomes very clear
that the Age of the Enlightment plays a major part in
this opera which was understood as a provocation
by the ﬁrst night audience in 1791 prompting
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IAN MCEWAN
Produced and directed by David Thomas
Edited and presented by Melvyn Bragg
Running time: 49’
Booker Prize winning novelist Ian McEwan
published a new novel entitled Saturday on 7th
February. Set in London on February 15 2003, the
day the capital witnessed the biggest ever anti-Iraq
war march, it is the story of a day in the life of
neurosurgeon Henry Perowne. Through the ‘white
noise’ of Perowne’s stream-of-consciousness as he
goes about his day, McEwan examines many of his
own concerns and those of the times, especially
ambivalence about the rights and wrongs of the
impending conﬂict in a post 9/11 world, and the
different - but perhaps complementary - ways
of viewing the human condition represented by
science and ﬁction.
In The South Bank Show, Melvyn Bragg talks to
McEwan about his catalogue of work. His ﬁrst
collections of stories First Love, Last Rites, for which
he won the Somerset Maugham Award in 1976
- and 1978 novels The Cement Garden and The
Comfort of Strangers, McEwan earned a reputation
as being a master of the violent and perverse. He
admits that he was motivated in part by a desire to

deliberately set out to make an impact but in doing
so, had written himself into a corner. His later work
eschews those themes. This ﬁlm concentrates on
his later work including Enduring Love, and his latest
novel Saturday and the themes it raises.
McEwan was born in 1948 in Aldershot into a
military family. He received a BA degree in English
Literature in 1970 from the University of Sussex
and an MA degree in English Literature from the
University of East Anglia. Whilst there, he took
a creative writing course taught by writer and
academic Sir Malcolm Bradbury.
McEwan has gained worldwide critical acclaim,
his last novel, Atonement, was a huge critical and
commercial success winning the WH Smith Literary
Award (2002), National Book Critics’ Circle Fiction
Award (2003), Los Angeles Times Prize for Fiction
(2003), and the Santiago Prize for the European
Novel (2004). He has been short listed for the
Booker Prize for Fiction three times, winning the
award for Amsterdam in 1998.
“I think we have probably not yet bettered a device
than the novel for looking at what it’s like to be
other people, what it’s like to be someone else. I
think movies, for example, are fantastically crude in
this respect, they can’t give you consciousness, they
can’t give you life lived from the inside. Even, I have
to say, poetry can never quite give you what it’s like
to be an individual moving through time over a long
period of time in a society.” says McEwan.

“Written with superb exactness,
complex, suspenseful, reﬂective and
humane, this novel about an expert
on the human brain by an expert
on the human mind reinforces his
status as the supreme novelist of his
generation.”
The Sunday Times on “Saturday”

KHALED &
RACHiD TAHA
Produced and directed by Gerald Fox
Running time: 50’
The South Bank Show looks at the work of two
powerful singers, Khaled and Rachid Taha, both born
in the Algerian port city of Oran and both leading
exponents of rai music. Their music has become the
voice for Algerian youth rebellion, just as rock ‘n’
roll did in the west, and it has important things to
say about the world today.
Through their music, they have not only given
a voice to North Africa, but also to every North
African Arabic speaking person, particularly in this
post 9/11 world where much of the Arabic world
feels under threat.
Khaled is the North African Elvis and the
universally acclaimed King of Rai. He is also this
year’s winner of the BBC World Music Awards. As
a young man, Khaled moved to France where he
launched his international career with the hit single,
Didi, which sold over a million copies worldwide.
His mixed musical inﬂuences - everything from
traditional Egyptian music to The Beatles, ﬂamenco,
and Jacques Brel – resulted in the international
acclaim of rai and the transformation of French pop
music.
His ﬁrst French-language single, Aïcha, stayed at
the top of the French charts for several months and
also sold over a million copies. Khaled was unable
to return to Algeria for eight years as the country
slipped in to violent civil war and several rai singers
were assassinated.
Says Khaled: “I believe that music is a strength - it
nourishes, it makes us happy. That’s why in my new
album, Ya-Rayi, I wanted to talk about racial harmony.
It’s a tribute to those people who died in our civil
war, the people who won us the freedom so today,
we can breathe, express our joy and laugh.”
Rachid Taha moved to France from Algeria when
he was 10. A cultural ﬁgure with powerful views on
racism and injustices in French society, his music
reﬂects these tensions and has, in Brian Eno’s words,
an energy and conﬁdence arising out of his belief
that music can still change the world.
Says Rachid: “I’m a proletarian, I’m of the
people… so I’m protesting. For me the music’s
a protest. So all my songs are like this because I
wanted to stop making metaphors. I said it’s time to
speak out now.”
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He has fused traditional rai rhythm with Western
rock ‘n’ roll and has been particularly inﬂuenced by
the late Joe Strummer from The Clash. “I like Joe
Strummer. We have the same obsession - freedom,”
says Rachid, who has had great success with his
witty Arabic adaptation of Rock the Casbah.
The South Bank Show traces the evolution of rai
and how it has evolved into a popular form of world
music, particularly in France where many Algerians
now live. This ﬁlm travels with Khaled to his coastal
home town of Oran, in western Algeria, as he
returns to the roots of his musical journey, and
follows Rachid to Paris, where the tense cultural
and political relationship between France and
Algeria is played out in the music of its immigrant
community.

Khaled

KARL JENKiNS
Produced and directed by Matthew Tucker
Running time: 49’
The South Bank Show centres on the premiere
of Welsh composer Karl Jenkins’ latest large scale
work, Requiem, which took place at Southwark
Cathedral in June 2005.
Its success in the classical charts alongside his
earlier choral work, The Armed Man, has conﬁrmed
Jenkins’ enormous popularity and furthered his
reputation as a composer to be reckoned with - he
is the only living composer in the top 10 Classic FM
Hall of Fame.
Jenkins’ father, a school teacher, introduced him
to the piano when he was just 6 years old, setting
him on his musical path. At his local grammar school
he played the oboe, going on to play in the National
Youth Orchestra in Wales and ending up at The
Royal Academy in London. Though classically trained,
his route into composition came via his passion for
jazz, and by the early 70s Jenkins had established
himself on the British jazz scene, pioneering the idea
of fusing jazz with rock.

“It’s revealing that
being populist and
popular in pop culture
is not a crime: that’s
the aim of it. An yet
at the highest levels,
it is considered art
and is written about
seriously. Whereas in
classical music, being
populist is something
to be looked down
upon.”
Karl Jenkins
Tired of touring the jazz circuit, Jenkins returned
to London to write music for commercials, earning
him many prestigious music awards. Although
dismissed by one or two commentators, his music
is acclaimed by most and Jenkins believes his broad
range of musical experiences has given his music a
special inclusiveness that reaches out to audiences
the world over. As Darren Henly from Classic FM
says, “Karl’s success came from the people, and
that’s really, really important”.
The South Bank Show traces his career to the
present day and follows him to Kazakhstan where
his western meets ethnic style of writing has found
a surprising number of new admirers. So much
so, they have asked him to write a piece based on
Kazakh folk tunes.
”I’ve never categorised music because sometimes
it’s impossible. My view is that it doesn’t matter
what it is as long as it sounds decent” says Jenkins.
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Warlock

FALSTAFF & WARLOCK
Directed by Tony Britten
Running Time Falstaff: 108’ HD
Running Time Warlock: ca. 90’
Produced by Capriol Films
Proliﬁc ﬁlm maker and musician Tony Britten
has miraculously raised funds to make his version
of Verdi’s Falstaff after successfully updating the
Marriage of Figaro and La Bohème. He is using his by
now well known technique of reducing the scores
so that smaller ensembles can be engaged and is
calling on singing actors. He brings to us a nowadays
Falstaff with a wonderful West End cast. The music
is played by one piano, one oboe, one clarinet, one
bass, one cello, one trombone, one horn and one
ﬂute and I must admit that I have never heard the
famously tricky ensemble at the end of the 1st act,
when Verdi combines what was sung separately
by the men and the women, with more precision.
Falstaff is now in postproduction and ready in HD
by MIDEM.

WARLOCK
Cast

Immediately after Falstaff Tony Britten embarked
on realizing one of his oldest dreams: to direct a
proper proﬁle on Peter Warlock. He assembled a
stunning cast led by Mark Dexter playing Warlock
and shot this 90 minute biopic entirely on location.
With ingenious means Tony Britten brings to life the
pre Second World War England and shows us what
a gifted composer this great song writer was. Shot
on HD this ﬁlm is now in post production and will
be seen at a special screening during next MIDEM.

Philip Haseltine (Warlock)
Puma
Barbara
Winifred

Mark Dexter
Mamie McCoy
Lucy Brown
Georgina Rich

Running time: ca. 90’

FALSTAFF
Written & Directed by
Musical Director
Musical Arrangements
Set & Lighting Design
Costume Design
Musicians

Tony Britten
Jonathan Gill
Tony Britten
David Willis
Jennie Tate
Geoff Coates
Lynette Eaton
Katie Price
Paul Saunders
Erica Simpson
Julian Sperry
Paul Wright

Cast
Falstaff Ian Jervis
Dr. Cajus Simon Butteriss
Ford Julian Forsyth
Alice Ford Jan Hartley
Nanetta Katie Lovell
Fenton Andy Morton
Mrs Quickly Marylin Cutts
Bardolf Daniel Gillingwater
Pistol Simon Masterton Smith
Meg Rosamund Shelley

Falstaff

Running time: 108’
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JAMES ELLROY - A WRiTER iN SEARCH OF HiMSELF
Directed by Robert and Clara Kuperberg
Running Time: 6O’
A LGM Production in Association with Arte

photo © Astrid Chevallier

This is the story of a life-long obsession, the life
in question being James Ellroy’s. From a news item
- the murder of the Black Dahlia - to the slaying of
his mother, this is the initiatory journey of a man
and author who plumbed the depths of hell before
ﬁnding redemption.
Why do all his books keep returning to the same
subject, with the same protagonists? Because his
entire life, both as a man and a writer, has revolved
around a single obsession: the murder of his mother
- a murder which became entangled with the killing
of the girl known as the Black Dahlia, found naked
and mutilated on a vacant lot ten years earlier.
A series of contributors including Helen Knode,
novelist and Ellroy’s wife, Steve Hodel, former LAPD
police ofﬁcer and author of the bestseller The Black
Dahlia Avenger, Dean Tavoularis, production designer
and painter, and William J. Bratton, LA police chief,
will provide the key information to help better
understand this rite-of-passage of a man who had
all the traits of a serial killer, a man who is now one
of the greatest thriller writers of the age, a man for
whom the journey is not yet over.
Excerpts from the feature ﬁlm LA Conﬁdential,
based on Ellroy’s novel, and the upcoming Black
Dahlia by Brian de Palma will round off the picture
of an obsessed writer in continuous search for
himself.
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“We had
been warned:
when you
dive into the
Mahabharata
you can not
get out of it.
Neither in
this life nor in
another”.
Jean-Claude Carrière

MAHABHARATA
Directed by Peter Brook
Produced by MP Productions
Running time: 6 x 55’ or 3 x 111’
and as a 164’ feature ﬁlm
35mm now also available in HD
When we were originally postproducing the
Mahabharata the commissioner of the Venice
Biennale rang and offered to open the Festival with
Peter Brook’s latest production, provided we were
able to deliver a cinema version within barely three
months. We took the risk. I still recall the glittering
opening night audience, holding its breath for three
hours on the Lido.
15 years later producer Michel Propper has
had a chance to re-release the theatrical version
very successfully at the same Paris cinema, the Max
Linder. Time to remember also this quintessential
piece of television of which script writer JeanClaude Carrière once said:
“We had been warned: when you dive into the
Mahabharata you can not get out of it. Neither in
this life nor in another”.
This is very true. The ‘great poem of the world’,
as it describes itself, does not let go. It is around,
everywhere, in the events that shatter the planet, in
our daily life, even in our imagination, in our dreams,
in our fears of extermination. Everybody who has
taken part in this great adventure – 14 years of
work – says the same. The poem has deeply marked
all of us.
It is unique, it is complex, and it is inexhaustible.
All levels of action and trains of thought are present.
Those who read it or just look at it will get rid of
their ﬂaws. It says to those who get involved in it:
“At the end you will be somebody else”.
Why? Because it is without any doubt pitiless.
It looks into the bottom of your heart without the

slightest inkling of sympathy. At the same time it also
reminds you permanently why it has been written,
in order to inscribe Dharma into the hearts of
people.
What is Dharma? It is in order to answer that
question that the poem has been composed a long
time ago. It is also in order to try to answer this
question, to ﬁnd out about it’s secret, that we have
thrown ourselves into this enormous work – and
we are still at it.

LA GRANDE HiSTOiRE DU MONDE
Nous avions été prévenus : quand on s’engage dans
le Mahabharata, on n’en sort jamais. Ni dans cette
vie, nie dans une autre.
Et c’est un fait : le grand poème du monde,
comme il s’intitule lui-même, ne nous lâche pas. Il
est là, partout, dans les évènements qui secouent
la planète, dans notre vie quotidienne, même dans
nos imaginations, dans nos rêves, dans nos craintes

d’extermination. Tous ceux qui participèrent à la
grande aventure (quatorze ans de travail) disent
la même chose. L’œuvre nous a profondément
marques.
Elle est unique, elle est complexe, elle est
inépuisable. Tous les niveaux de l’action et de la
pensée y ﬁgurent. Pour ceux qui la lisent ou qui la
regardent, elle « efface les fautes ». Elle dit à celui
qui l’aborde : « A la ﬁn, tu seras un autre ».
Pourquoi ? Parce que sans doute elle est
impitoyable. Elle nous regarde au fond du cœur, sans
la moindre trace de complaisance. Mais aussi parce
que, sans doute, à chaque instant elle nous rappelle
dans quel dessein elle a été composée, « pour
inscrire le dharma dans le cœur des hommes ».
Qu’est-ce que la dharma ? C’est pour répondre
à cette question que le poème a été composé, il
y a très longtemps. C’est aussi pour essayer d’y
répondre, pour en trouver le secret, que nous nous
sommes lancés dans le travail immense – et que
nous y sommes encore.
Jean-Claude Carrière
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SUSAN GRAHAM

UN MEZZO CON GUSTO
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Directed by Reiner E. Moritz
Shot in HD
Running Time: 50’
Produced by RM Creative
for LGM and MEZZO

THE ADVENTURES OF
BENJAMiN SCHMiD
Directed by Tony Palmer
Produced by Paragon Productions
and Isolde Films
Running Time: 103’
A pupil of Stephane Grappelli & Menuhin, with
whom he made his professional debut in Salzburg;
major prize-winner at the Carl Flesch International;
frequently the ‘Editor’s Choice’ of the Gramophone
magazine for his recordings of Bach & Ysaÿe…..
Benjamin Schmid has performed with all the world’s
important orchestras, in Europe, Russia & the
United States.
Most importantly, he played in the opening
concert of the 2004 Salzburg Festival with the
Vienna Philharmonic conducted by Seiji Ozawa.
What made the occasion special, moreover, was that
he played the Violin Concerto by Erich Korngold.
And there’s another extraordinary story.
When Gustav Mahler ﬁrst heard the 8 year-old
Korngold play his Piano Sonata (already his sixth
completed composition), he was heard to murmur:
“a genius, a genius”. It was an opinion soon
shared by all. By his early twenties, Korngold was
conductor of the Hamburg Opera, the composer of
four operas and fêted by Richard Strauss and Artur
Nikitsch, one of the great conductors of the day.
In 1934, he accepted an invitation to work in
Hollywood, and became the ﬁrst important classical
composer to write music for the movies. A string of
hits (and Oscars) followed, including The Adventures
of Robin Hood. Eventually, after the Second World
War, he returned to Europe and to occupied Vienna.
But post-war Europe no longer cared for his music.
He was ignored, even derided, and died in poverty
aged 60.
The cornerstone of Korngold’s entire output is
the 25-minute Violin Concerto, written for his return
to Europe. It incorporates themes from his earliest
compositions and from various of his Hollywood
ﬁlms. It is almost a retrospective of his life and

times. Increasingly, it has come to be recognised as a
masterpiece of the mid-20th century, and has been
taken up by every major contemporary violinist and
most major orchestras – except one. Until 2004,
the Vienna Philharmonic had never performed the
concerto, although Korngold considered Vienna
his spiritual home; the Salzburg Festival, ﬁfty miles
from where he was born, had never performed it
either. And the great conductor Seiji Ozawa, now
director of the Vienna State Opera, had also never
conducted it. So the opening concert of the 2004
Festival was in every sense a special occasion.
Our ﬁlm follows Benjamin Schmid in one crazy
year of his travels, an adventure paralleled with
that of Korngold himself – in the Shostakovich
Hall in St Petersburg, in Tokyo with the New
Japan Philharmonic, in China with the Hong Kong
Sinfonietta, in Rome with Hans Werner Henze, in
the USA with the Houston Symphony, in London
with the Philharmonia Orchestra, and in Hollywood,
performing jazz, both with his own quartet from
Latvia, and with the great French violinist Didier
Lockwood in Bordeaux and Linz (Schmid is an
accomplished jazz violinist; he was after all taught
by Grappelli). In concert we see Schmid playing
Britten, Beethoven, Pärt, Chopin, Paganini, Mozart,
Schubert …..and a complete performance of the
Korngold Concerto, in Salzburg, one of the most
glittering music festivals in the world.
Perhaps, ﬁnally, Korngold will take his rightful
place among the great European composers of
the 20th century, and in Salzburg, the birthplace of
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. Korngold was, after all,
christened Erich Wolfgang.

“I sleep in my own bed 35 to 40 nights a year
and that’s if I am working in New York. Otherwise
I’m on the road a good 48 weeks out of the year”
muses Susan Graham in her Paris ﬂat during the
rehearsals for La Clemenza di Tito. Susan Graham
describes her voice as a high lyric mezzo, more
Charlotte in Werther than Carmen. She made her
break through when still at the conservatory in
New York City in a matinee opera production of an
unknown piece entitled Cherubino. Having studied
Mozart’s Cherubino she got the part and a ﬁrst
glowing review from the New York Times. Trouser
roles like Cherubino, Octavian and the Komponist
brought her to Europe and fame. Music lovers might
recall her 1995 Cherubino at the Salzburg Festival.
Then came Iphigénie. Susan Graham remembers:
“Iphigénie en Tauride from Salzburg was kind of a
life changing experience for me, it was in the year
2000 and it marked a shift in the kind of opera
and characters that I would begin doing. What
I had before were a lot of things like Dorabella,
Cherubino younger types of characters, Octavian,
Komponist. With Iphigénie it marked sort of a turn
to what I started calling the ‘big girl roles’”.
When the Châtelet scheduled Les Troyens to
celebrate the bicentenary of Berlioz in 2003 Susan
Graham was cast as Didon. She comments: “I divide
my career into two parts before the Trojans and
after. I refer to that opera as Mount Everest. It was
the biggest undertaking I had ever done.” Such was
the success of this production that it continues to
win prizes even two years later. Now in Paris where
this documentary was shot Susan Graham prepares
for another of her ‘big girl roles’. She sings Sesto
in the new production of La Clemeza di Tito by the
Herrmanns at the Paris Opera. Susan Graham says
about this role “in fusing modern human emotions
into a character in an opera that’s two hundred
years old might seem like a daunting task. In fact, in
a character like Sesto, it’s very easy. Mostly because
Mozart’s great genius was in telling human stories.
Telling stories of the human condition.”
Of course her dog Libby plays an important part
in the proﬁle of her Mistress and highlights from
Susan Graham’s most famous roles round of this
portrait.

“I divide my career
into two parts before
the Trojans and after.
I refer to that opera
as Mount Everest.
It was the biggest
undertaking I had
ever done.”
Susan Graham

Tony Palmer
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PHI’s successful collaboration with Opus Arte
continues. Two more titles have been released on
DVD. This is what Concerto Net had to say about
Les Indes Galantes:
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‘Finally the DVD of one of the most
successful production from the
tenure of Hugues Gall is available.
Bravo also for the 50 minutes
documentary’

Les Paladins

Programmes represented by PHI continue to win
major prizes. Les Paladins was given the Czech
Crystal 2005 for ‘Best Live Recording
of Concerts or Performances (Opera,
Operetta, Ballet)’ and Les Troyens received
the Diapason d’Or for this year and was voted
by Gramophone Best DVD of 2005.

NO MARGOT
The Lindsays Play Haydn was equally well received
“this is an essential DVD for music collectors” said
Audience Today and Classics Today commented “this
is a fascinating example of musicianship overcoming
what everyone is used to in live performances.
Whatever you might ﬁnd to criticise here there
are many more things to admire and this DVD is
required for anyone who thinks chamber music is
uninteresting.”

Director Tony Palmer has come up with a ﬁnal
cut of his documentary lasting 165 minutes. As all
the broadcasters PHI talked to decline to show a
programme of that length we regrettably had to
give back distribution rights. Sorry!

NEW PROGRAMMES NOW
AVAiLABLE FOR DELiVERY:

JOHN OSBORNE (see newsletter 3)

‘Only 2 of the quartets are
recordings of concert performances
but all seven are given with the
Lindsays customary spontaneity
and energy and show their deep
appreciation of how the music
works.’

Tony Palmer produced an exclusive documentary
entitled John Osborne and the Gift of Friendship
which was commissioned by Channel 5 and is held
over for a broadcast to coincide with the 50th
anniversary of Look Back in Anger in May 2006. When
Osborne’s play was originally staged at the Royal
Court it changed British theatre history. A moment
worthwhile to remember with this exciting ﬁlm by
Tony Palmer.

Who killed Dada? - 53’
The Radiant Voice - 54’
Les Arts Flo or Bill’s Band - 55’
Salminen at 60 - 59’
Martin Scorsese – Emotions through Music
- 53’
Sylvia - 100’
La Clemenza di Tito - 140’
The Barber of Seville - 155’

Sylvia

The Gramophone

‘this is an essential DVD for music
collectors’
Audience Today

Richard Burton and Mary Ure in the film version of
‘Look Back in Anger’
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